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CHAIR MATEO: Meeting of the Housing and Human Services Committee will reconvene.
Members, thank you very much for that short break. For the record the Members present
this afternoon we have the Committee Vice-Chair Mr. Pontanilla, and Member Tavares,
Member Johnson, Council Chair Hokama. From the administration Corporation Counsel
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Ed Kushi, Jr., from the Department of Housing and Human Concerns Director Alice Lee.
Committee Staff analyst Gayle Revels, and our secretary Yvette Bantilan.
Members, this afternoon one item on the agenda, Housing and Human Services 4, County
Housing Policy. If you recall at our last meeting on October 5th there's just a few items
that we needed to follow up on, and we're gonna go right into those few items. The first
one is on Page 2 on the policy, and Members the policy we're looking at is the one dated
10/10106, the latest, the latest revision.
Page 2, on the bottom of Page 2 there is improved land. Members at the last meeting
there was discussion on the definitions for both developable land and undeveloped land,
and the discussion led us to develop or get rid of that term and change the word to
improved instead of developable. Members, if there are questions on that item, this is the
time to express them. And why don't I just go ahead and cover Members the two other
changes so you can look at it all together.
The other one is on Page 3, Page 3 on the top of that page there is an add. The word is
"lot" and it's defined. And on Page 4 at the end of the definitions listing "unimproved
lands". This definition replaced undeveloped land.
Members, the floor open for comments or ...
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. In the definition provided for improved land, I note
that ... notes here that at least a single-family or a two-family residential building per
acre, acre, I was wondering if this could, the acre could be more appropriately replaced
by
So
at
acre
at

acre

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. So right now

finance area it identifies per acre.

MATEO: Yes.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah, okay. Okay. Other than short of changing their tax ... I
guess allocation then, yeah, per lot.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Members ... Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I think that because it's a minimum standard that that's fine,
you know, for the purposes of this particular ordinance. So I have no problem you know
just leaving it that way, and if we choose at some point in time to further stipulate or
through administrative rules there's other definitions or taking this to another level then
let that occur later, but I think it's fine.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Tavares [sic}. Mr. Hokama, any comments?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, we're looking at improved land.
CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you. I can appreciate Mr. Pontanilla's comments,
Chairman. By taking that into account, I think the definition is helping for us just to set a
minimum density per acre.
CHAIR MATEO: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So as a minimum ... and even in other land use projects that
comes before us when we talk about density we talk about the density per acre ten, ten
units per acre, whatever it may be. So I would think this would be inconsistent ... would
be part of a consistent type oflanguage we've been using in the past Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Any additional comments, Members, on the
other two definitions? Members, do we have consensus to move on from this point?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Agree.
PONTANILLA: Agree.

Members,
we
to
a
th
from the discussion that we had on our October 5 meeting, the
follow up with Ms. Tavares, and this is on Page 6 number 4, and this is the in lieu
provision, one of the in lieu provisions, and in the discussion we had on the 5th Member
Tavares recommended the reference to an equal to twice the value of in lieu that would
be turned over to ... from the developer. And the Chair just wanted to get clarification
on perhaps what was the intent of the verbiage twice the value. Ms. Tavares would you
be able to help us?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I think the intent there was that to recognize that
unimproved ... unimproved land would require a great deal of infrastructure
3
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improvements and costs associated with making it an improved lot or area. So I think
that twice the value of the improved would first of all hopefully discourage the use of
unimproved and if there was no other choice that at least make it so that the burden for
improving those lots would rest with, with what the value is established for an improved
lot. I know that sounds all complicated but ... it just to balance it out a little bit so that
hopefully that it will encourage improved lands to be dedicated rather than unimproved
lands which would cost us much more to develop the infrastructure in order to make it
buildable.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So, Ms. Tavares if you look at the wall, item b. would the ... the
verbiage there meet your, meet the intent?
(long pause)
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, the second sentence is the one that you just moved
down from ...
CHAIR MATEO: Yes. From a.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: ... number 4, right.
CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: And the first sentence in b. was there already?
CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. I think that that's fine there.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Land.
CHAIR MATEO:
Johnson.

So just a minor correction.

Members, any questions?

Go ahead, Ms.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I can understand the purpose of this. I think that for me also
because the additional wording, which is any additional of land must be approved by the
Council pursuant, that for me is the key because you could have improved land or
4
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unimproved land that was twice the value of another lot, but it may be a fraction of the
space, and it may also be in an area that would make it almost, you know, impossible-CHAIR MATEO: Build.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --to put in infrastructure because it's in an inappropriate area.
I think that with the protection of having the Director also view the acceptability with the
additional caveat that the County Council would approve, I think that for me is fine. I
understand the purpose and intent that we're not getting junk land and, and that to me is I
think a key point. So maybe at some point we'll have a little bit better opportunity to see
this when it's actually applied, but I think the purpose and intent is clear. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, if there's ... we got consensus on these changes then
we will move on. Consensus? Agree. Thank you very much. Members, those specific
items are the only items that we had questions on at our last meeting. So at this, at this
point in time Members if there are specific considerations that the Members would like
the body, the Committee to consider this will be your time to bring it up right now, and if
there are no considerations then the Chair is now ready to make a recommendation to the
Committee. I'm ready to move forward. Go ahead. Mr. Kushi, go ahead.
MR. KUSHI: Yes, Mr. Chair, clarification on going back to item number (4)(a) and (b) which
you had just discussed ...
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh.
MR. KUSHI: ... item number 4 is the in lieu. You either pay money at $200,000 per unit
right. ..
Correct.

MR. KUSHI: Whether it be improved or unimproved?
CHAIR MATEO: Unimproved.
MR. KUSHI: Oh, okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Kushi. Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chainnan, I'm glad he brought up that part. I
thought that when we left the discussion the last time that when we're talking about that
in-lieu fee per unit that we're gonna talk ... reference it to the HUD standard and the
difference between the 100 and . . . 140 percent of median income and 100 percent of
median income whatever the difference is, and I thought I had seen that up on the board
so ... and I don't know if it's in a different section or not.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Staff, would you be able to find the section?
MS. REVELS: That section is up ... maybe at the top of that ... my pages are slightly different
'cause ofthe additions ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Db-huh.
MS. REVELS: ... but it is under ...
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, I see it. I found it.
MS. REVELS: There you go. So that has to do with partnering with a nonprofit and not the
actual in-lieu fee at least that's what my understanding of the discussion at that point.
CHAIR MATEO: Give us the reference.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair, I had asked the Committee to consider that since
we're using that reference in that section that we be consistent in using the same sort of
reference so that we don't have to come back and adjust this dollar figure every time
there was a seemingly a need to change it, but if we could tie it into something that does
get adjusted annually, you know, nationwide, then statewide, countywide, places in the
County specifically that I
it would
us to not have to come back and "AH'~HU
each
was a difference between
be
amount.
'"'V'''",WU.'.d

us
IS
IS on
5
top of page 6
it is (B)(2) that has
reference
Tavares is
mentioning. Also just for clarification, the $200,000 number is the one area in this bill
that the Committee actually voted on the number so you need to reconsider that vote to
change that language.

CHAIR MATEO: Okay, thank you. If that is the wish of the Committee?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Ms. Tavares.
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, I would make pitch for changing it to keep it
consistent with the reference that's used in the above section where Ms. Revels was
noting, and that we use the amount that represents the difference in unit cost for family of
four at 100 percent and 140 percent of median income pursuant to HUD affordable sales
price guidelines as adjusted by the department by waitlist area. So I would suggest that
section come down to ... be inserted in (4)(a) the in-lieu fee per unit shall be ... and
then start the difference. Was this the recessed meeting, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: Yes, it is.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Db-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So with a recessed meeting do we act ... , do we have to have
a reconsideration? Did we vote on this at the last meeting?
CHAIR MATEO: This was the ... not at the last meeting. This was the only item in the entire
policy that we voted on because we, we needed to get ... we weren't able to get
consensus we voted on this, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So would the recommendation be that we have to do a
reconsideration or can I just make it an amendment?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Kushi.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Mr. Hokama.

original posted
then my recommendation
ask for a reconsideration 'cause it's still part of the meeting.
CHAIR MATEO: Db-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: If this was a new meeting, then just an amendment would
suffice.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
7
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But before we do that, Chairman, I would ask for one short
recess.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. Okay. Thank you. Members, we're gonna call for a short
recess ... five minutes. We will be reconvening at 12:45. Recess. (gavel)
RECESS:
RECONVENE:

12:41 p.m.
12:50 p.m.

CHAIR MATEO: (gavel) Meeting will reconvene. Members, thank you very much. Ms.
Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, Mr. Chairman, thank you for that short break to
establish that in fact we did vote on that at a previous meeting not this past meeting
which was recessed to today. So I would ask for the Members to consider adding the
same definition for the in ... or the same verbiage regarding the in-lieu fee as was noted
in the earlier section which is at the top of page 6, but to add that to--where are we adding
it to?--where Ms. Revels has it on the board. So that would be (4)(a) the in-lieu of fee per
unit shall be an amount that represents the difference in unit cost for a family of four at
100 percent and 140 percent of median income pursuant to HUD affordable sales price
guidelines as adjusted by the department in the waitlist area and to delete the 200,000.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you, Ms. Tavares. That's Ms. Tavares's proposal.
Members, any, any questions or comments regarding the proposal? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Using that rationale, if we did an actual calculation what
would that price come out to based on what it is currently?
MATEO:

h"r'nr~'£1

twenty

dollars.

it

it
to pay an
fee, are we going
right
be my question.
Because the reason that I recall we left it at $200,000 at that point in time was because it
was a fee that would discourage people from actually going that route of paying the
in-lieu fee. If our objective and goal is to actually deliver the unit, then I think we're
going in the wrong direction so that's my concern based on that formula.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, additional comments? Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah ... I think as my memory serves me correct, before
you voted on that 200,000 it was 50,000?
8
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CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: What was it Ms. Revels? Sixty?
MS. REVELS: Sixty thousand was the partnership of the nonprofit. The in-lieu fee was 50
percent of the average market price per unit.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Oh, okay. I think we are moving in the correct direction if
this at now exist at 120,400. You know if we wanted to consider it going higher we'd use
the 160 percent of median income compared with the 100 percent of median income
which would produce $195,800 difference according to the 2005 guidelines. But I think
what we're trying to do here is tie it into something other than a fixed amount that we
would have to keep coming back to adjust depending on the market. So you know I'm
fine with the 120,400 because we still have to have this agreeable with the department I
believe. Let me check with Ms. Revels. Does this still require that there's approval by
the department to accept in-lieu fees?
MS. REVELS: Yes, it does.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay. So I think if the Housing Department felt that it was
an unreasonable ... unreasonable to accept the fee rather than the land or the unit then
it's ... then I'm fine with it.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you. And, and just as a side, the 60,000 that was a prior
number that we dealt with was an actual, and that actual was provided to us by Lokahi
Pacific in their project.
was

we
to lose sleep figuring out
should be.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, thank you, Ms. Tavares. Members, additional questions or comments?
Go ahead, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. I guess my question would be because this is the same
now as the policy that's noted where the developer I guess would be doing the project
with a nonprofit, you know, where they would be partnering and then it's the same
formula ... where is I guess ... I'm trying to reason in my own mind where is the
9
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attractiveness to actually do the partnering if the fonnula's the same as the other fonnula.
You understand what I'm saying? That if you're gonna partner with a nonprofit, which is
gonna take awhile, and then you have the same fonnula where you're gonna pay the
in-lieu fee, where's, where's the incentive? To me that's where I see the problem, Mr.
Chair. Is that if you have the same fonnula and it's identical then my thought would be
are they just going to pay the in-lieu fee and not bother? I don't know. It's one concern
that I have. I just would prefer to leave it at the really high amount 200,000 but I'm just
one member of this Committee so that's my take.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. And on the other, on the other hand, Ms. Johnson, they could still
partner with the nonprofit for the lesser amount and the in-lieu fee right now would be the
higher amounts. If they had the option they would most likely look at partnering with the
nonprofit for all of their involvement.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, that, that's assummg that you keep the fee at
$200,000, yes, that's my thought.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you. Members, additional comments? Considerations?
I'm gonna ask for once whether we have consensus on the proposal and the changes that
we have listed on the wall. Members, do we have consensus.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Agree.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Agree.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, Members, we're gonna have to ... we're gonna put this to a vote. We
do not have consensus at this point. Ms. Tavares if you could state your proposal in a
motion so we can take action on it.

PONTANILLA: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Member Tavares, seconded by Mr. Pontanilla. Members,
discussion? Hearing no discussion. Members, all those in favor signify by saying aye.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Aye.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed?
10
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No.
CHAIR MATEO: Motion carried.

VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

Co un cilm ember Hokama, Tavares,
Pontanilla, and Chair Mateo.
Councilmember Johnson.
None.
None.
None.

and

Vice-Chair

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

APPROVE motion (revise Section 2.96.040(B)(4)(a))

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Members. Thank you. Members, at this time once
again the Chair would like to offer the Members the opportunity to add considerations for
the body. Go ahead, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I think last time I had kinda thrown this out there at the end
of our meeting prior to it being recessed, and this would be on the bottom of page 7 and
that's in the most recent draft, and it's under 2.96.060 and it's E. sales price, and it would
be number 2, and I had suggested language that, that was suggested to me by one of the
member's of the community. I think it was Mr. Vanderbilt. Anyway, it would begin on
number 2 and say the prevailing interest rate shall be ... and then I had come up with
a...
wording
we can do
consideration if
Members feel
appropriate.
addressing it one
ways it
to
rate
to

because
was
an
it out to
Members, Mr.
to determine the sales price
an affordable
we
checked with at least two local banks such as Bank of Hawaii and First Hawaiian to find
out the prevailing interest rate on a 30-year fixed mortgage of each bank at the time the
unit is going to be marketed. We take the average of the two interest rates if they're
different and then we refer to our matrix for the corresponding or appropriate sales price,
and the matrix is updated every year based on the new HUD median income for Maui
County and copies are distributed to the Council as well as anyone else who wishes to
have a copy. So for me, Mr. Chair, that is more an administrative procedure, but if we as
a body choose to establish a formula that regardless of who's doing the calculations that
this is something more along the lines of how we would like to see the interest rate
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calculated to come up with the prevailing sales price, then I think this body should at
least make that statement. So that is my consideration at this point to either include
language that would specify how we achieve the prevailing interest rate within the
context of it would be E. on page 7 or to define it as a ... I guess a term which we have
up in our glossary. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any comments on Ms. Johnson's proposal or
recommendation? Discussion?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, I would, I would like to see it in the definition section
and then we don't have to clutter up this particular section, and if we define prevailing
interest rate I mean (end of tape lA) besides Bank of Hawaii and First Hawaiian Bank
there are other people out there doing mortgage loans and perhaps some of the other
company should be also considered, but if we say the average of mortgage lenders in the
County of Maui perhaps and we can look at all of those and get an average.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, I think that would be fine, and I have no problem. My
other suggestion was like Fannie Mae or Hula Mae if you wanted to get into that kind of
a, a situation, but I think that if you looked at the prevailing interest rate of the lenders I
think that what has been suggested by Ms. Tavares is fine, but then do put it in the
definition section.
(long pause)

one comment
rate
how we
like to approach
calculations.
has changed. Besides
banks, credit unions now provide mortgages too to their members and at times they
provide even more attractive rates. So I just bring that up that it may not be just a bank
we may wanna look at for a interest rate calculation. We might wanna look at other
financial institutions that again, you know, are we gonna qualify and define financial
institution? I just bring that up since the environment has changed dramatically and the
credit unions are now marketing to their members the ability to do mortgages. So I just
bring that up Chairman that we, we may wanna include other institutions. Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: So Mr. Hokama would, would the tenn mortgage lenders be broad enough?
Since I guess traditional banking institutions and the credit unions would all be providing
the same service in tenns of lending for mortgages, would that be broad enough to
meet ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That would be real broad for ... as I would understand it Mr.
Chainnan whereby you even looking at national entities doing business in the County of
Maui whether it be a Washington Mutual or a ... like Fannie Mae type of program,
anybody that has a shingle hanging in the County and is a mortgage . . . qualified
mortgage lender would qualify so do we wanna be that broad?
CHAIR MATEO: That broad?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Maybe Ms. Lee has a suggestion for consideration, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Good. Ms. Lee.
MS. LEE: Mr. Chair, I, I just need some clarification. How many lenders do you want us to
contact to get the average?
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Johnson would you be able to respond?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: You know and the other point that I wanna put in here too is
something that Mr. Vanderbilt just reminded me of about no discount points so that
would be additional language that I would put in. And then Ms. Lee had asked about I
guess ... could you repeat, Alice, what you were questioning.
MS.

How many lenders are you asking us to contact--

say,
want to
it
at
one
would say two lenders
my personal feeling. I mean maybe three at
most.
you looked at Hula Mae or Fannie Mae, if you looked at a local bank and let's say
another mortgage lending institution, it might be a brokerage finn, it might be some other
entity doing business here, but I would not want it to be more than three that's my
personal opinion. I think Mr. Chair that ... that gets closer to where we need to go at
least in my opinion.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: In regards to the prevailing interest rate, this is just to provide a
guide to the policy-CHAIR MATEO: Ms., Ms.-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --for the average.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah, Ms. Johnson, would you like to respond?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: This is just applicable to the section where we're speaking
about on page 7. So it would only be applicable in that particular section. If there's
other, ifthere's other calculations, if you wanna reference that one section that's fine, but
that's where my intent and focus is right now.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Just for the sales.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Just for the sales.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So if the average is calculated and I went out to another
institution other than the two that would be providing the average, and I get a lower
interest rate, how does that affect the sales price?
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I would say if you wanna add in language that says an
average of two mortgage lenders acceptable to the Director of Human Services, you
know, that's gonna change over time. Some companies may actually stop doing
acceptable to
Director who she's not
business, but it's gotta be some entity
going to
Joe
to get
mortgage
it

MS.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms ... , go ahead, Ms. Lee.
MS.

Thank you, Mr. Chair. Just for everybody's information, when we establish the sales
price it's not at the time people are ready to go out and get their mortgages. It's well in
advance of that. It's so you know if someone ... if interest rates drop for instance, when
it's time for someone to get a loan, the price has already been established. It's ... the
price is established when the developer is about to market the unit, meaning the unit
could not even be built yet he's going to market so he's going to advertise and that's what
14
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we mean. We establish the sales price at the point of marketing not at the point of
occupation, yeah, or actual purchase.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Having heard that comment, Mr. Chair, would it be helpful
Alice to include that that is, you know, established at the time of the marketing of the
homes would that be helpful for I guess giving further clarification? Or is that something
that's just a given on the way you apply this particular ... or you would apply this
policy?
MS. LEE: I believe ... if you don't mind, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
MS. LEE: I believe that the, the verbiage is in there already about marketing and establishing
the sales price. It's in the, it's in the-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MS. LEE: --it's in the body of the policy, but the point I guess I wanted to make was we have to
establish the sales price at the point of marketing because that's, that's when too we, you
know, usually ... well, I wasn't going to ... excuse me, just back up. We establish it at
marketing and that could be maybe four months in advance of actual purchase or
sometimes even a year in advance of actual purchase because we need to go through the
entire process. For instance if the developer cannot sell within a certain period oftime 90
days then he goes to the next level and the next level and the next level, so the price has
to be established early on and we, we can't wait until people are ready to buy.

CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Tavares.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: May I ask Ms. Lee what she uses now?
MS. LEE: We use generally First Hawaiian Bank or Bank of Hawaii, sometimes we use a credit
union. We try not to use anybody on the East Coast-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
15
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MS. LEE: --because you know of the time difference. Ifwe ever need information it's like half
a day we're not able to-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
MS. LEE: --access them but anybody on the West Coast, but particularly in Hawaii it's easier.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: So I think by saying two mortgage lenders acceptable to the
Director that's fine with you?
MS. LEE: Yes, Council Member.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Okay, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, we have Ms. Johnson's proposal on the floor. We have the
verbiage on the wall. Do we have additional comments at this point? Seeing none. Do
we have consensus to accept the proposal . . . leave it in the policy and we move on.
Consensus? Consensus? Ms. Anderson, thank you very much for joining us. For the
record Ms. Anderson is not a Member of the Committee but she has come and join us.
Thank you very much. Members, once again, the Chair would like to offer the
Committee the opportunity for any additions for considerations that the Committee
Members would like to have the body consider. And once again the Chair will just
remind you if there are no additional recommendations for consideration at this time the
Chair is ready to move forward and provide a recommendation.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, I have a question-CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Hokama, go ahead.
--not an

~~'.UU'VH.

as our

seen
over
a
Kushi,
the current draft proposal before
committee
afternoon, are
any potential areas of concern that you would feel was important to make the Committee
aware of prior to a consideration of passing this out to full Council?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, Member Hokama, when this bill initially was submitted and what you
have before now is ... well, put it bluntly it's not a apple versus orange, but it's in the
same vegetable group but, but it's kind of different, but again my ... as you note our
office has not sent down a warning letter saying that, you know, don't consider it because
for one the Chair will probably bomb our office, but we have gone along with this
proposal and at this point for myself I see no legal impediment in not moving it on.
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There was some concern about--in fact you brought it up--the hotel and timeshare
provisions, and there may be some concerns about the effect on applicants going through
the existing Chapter 2.94 process, and there are various exemptions in that category, but
again, as in any, any particular problem or concern that, that any of the affected
developers or applicants may have the bill itself provides for a adjustment procedure
which we believe is critical in that it's not a take it or leave it situation, and we've pattern
that bill after the California Napa City ordinance which the courts said ... have upheld so
far, and their analysis of the bill was ... put it this way crucial that they did have an
adjustment and a waiver provision which this bill does. So that being said we believe
that the bill can proceed.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank: you very much, Mr. Kushi. Chairman, thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Mr. Hokama, for that question. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Chair, I transmitted to the Committee from Mr.
Hanzawa also his statements regarding what I consider to be a smart growth concept, and
in speaking with Mr. Hanzawa about this I explained to him that perhaps the more
appropriate place for this to be would be within the drafting of the administrative rules or
if we come back and we try to tweak the formula. I had discussion with him in regard to
maybe establishing some kind of hierarchy or point system. His concern primarily is
having to do with trying to place people closer to where they're working, enabling them
not to have such a long commute time because his is basically a dual purpose. If you
utilize the smart growth concept in keeping people close to where they're actually
employed, then you not only resolve a housing situation, but you lessen the burden on our
traffic and our transportation, plus you help the person to actually control some of their
monthly costs which fuel is right now ... on the mainland I know it's dropping but not
here. So that was his primary concern and he felt that at some point we as a committee
you're looking
should actually consider that type of hierarchy, that type
at
treatment
I agree I
are ways to
because
a smart
to

because
has gone out to
..... AHU,'5 Commissions at this
I would choose not to inject something that really
has not received consideration by the various Planning Commissions but I think it has
merit. And I would like to at some point, whether it's in the context of this, whether it's
in the context of a planning issue or even recommendations with any smart growth policy
that we have, I think it's really important to establish that and possibly even with
administrative rules as well.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, okay. Thank you very much, yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Go ahead, Ms. Lee.
MS. LEE: Mr. Chair, since Councilmember Johnson mentioned administrative rules, I can't
really give you a timetable when those rules will be established. So for the record may I
ask Corporation Counsel when will this ordinance take affect, number one. And do we
actually need administrative rules established first before we implement the ordinance?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, responding to the two questions, the ordinance will take effect upon its
passage 'cause I don't see any other grandfather or delayed effective date provisions in
here. As to when the rules are going to be established one it's ... one our drafting, two
it's a notice of public hearing according to Chapter 92 Hawaii Revised Statutes. The
third question is does the . . . do you have to have rules to implement this chapter, the
answer is no. Section 2.96.120 states the director may promulgate rules to implement
this chapter. So you know if you don't need them you know why go through the
motions, but again, like in anything else it's a matter of workload from the department as
well as my office.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank ... Ms. Lee.
MS. LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Ijust needed that on the record.
CHAIR MATEO:
Johnson.

Thank you very much. Members, additional, additional concerns? Ms.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And I know this is kind of a sore point because
bringing it up, but Mr. Vanderbilt did submit testimony on October 10th that
outlines his continuing concerns for his community of Molokai. I did
opportunity to speak
staff, and I
that I understand
Vanderbilt's
because so
you have a
Molokai's

we keep
basically
have an
concerns

a
nobody, or
ranges because
understanding Mr. Vanderbilt that's
his concern is
affordable housing for Molokai may be on the high end because of the earning potential
for many ofthe people on Molokai. I don't know because I don't have all the income or I
guess it would be the income data plus all of the information based on the census in front
of me. So I've, I really take his concerns to heart because we don't want to inadvertently
put people of Molokai ... because they don't reach that threshold you don't want to put
them behind the eight ball so to speak because now they're faced with a situation where
hey, can't qualify. So automatically when you reach that end of the rope, now are those
units going to be marketed to you know just the market price people that are out there
looking for homes will it go to residents of Molokai? I realize that we do have the ability
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that if it does go to a market price unit that we do get a certain percentage of the money
back that's, that's good, but I understand Mr. Vanderbilt's concerns for his community.
So I bring it up because I think that we're trying to do something that is really a one size
fits ... one size fits all policy and, and I realize the need for that, but I also recognize the
concerns that Mr. Vanderbilt has raised. So because it is your area, Councilmember
Mateo, and it's your community, I, I will respect because you have worked on this as
hard as the rest of us and probably ten times harder than anyone of us on this particular
policy, but I, I just feel that if this needs tweaking that I hope that we can make a
commitment to the Molokai community that if we find all of a sudden that this is really
having a detrimental impact or in application of this policy it's really coming back to
haunt Molokai or Lanai or even Hana, that we revisit and keep an open mind about this
policy 'cause none of us, I don't think anyone of us wants to hurt our ... any community
and I just throw it out there for at least giving Mr. Vanderbilt an opportunity to have the
issue raised because he's raised it many times with us and Ijust want to let him know it's
not because we don't care it's for other reasons. That we're running out of time and the
clock is ticking and, you know, we will ... I personally will make a commitment that ifit
doesn't work for Molokai I would you know have no problems with having a special
meeting or bringing this forward even if it happens during budget next year. So thank
you Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. I appreciate, I appreciate your comments and, and,
you know, I too, I too would be among the first people to be you know like trying to cut
in front of you to say let's take a look at our island's, our island's needs. In addressing
some of the income issues, especially relative to the median income, I think you know
like even currently the department adjusts it to the respective district's incomes, and
Lanai, Molokai and Hana's income levels are not the same as Maui island's level. So the
department already has been in practice of taking a look at those different, different
categories, yeah. So you know I appreciate the effort by the Molokai Planning
Commission and, you know, because this
virtually is untested, yeah, we're gonna
it
us to be sure
to have a
go
to
projects Tn.,..,,,,>,",,
not

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Chair, and I do appreciate you at
least having me raise the issue and reassure the Molokai community as well as any other
community within our County that's impacted by this ordinance that this is not the end all
be all. This is a work in progress and that if we have not included every single concern
that's been raised by every constituency, you know what? It's not for lack of trying. It's
because the clock is ticking. And I believe that if we do as you say, which is actually
implement the ordinance, sometimes ... just the way Bill 84 has revealed that they are
not always perfect bills, our ag subdivision bill is another one, that we have to return to
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those things and we're willing and I certainly am more than willing, and it's no disrespect
to the community at all. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, additional comments? Additional
concerns? Recommendations? Seeing none. Members, the Chair if there's no more
considerations the Chair is ready for his recommendation. (pause) Thank you very
much. Members, the Chair would like to entertain a motion to recommend passage of the
bill entitled "A BILL FOR AN ORDINANCE ESTABLISHING A RESIDENTIAL
WORKFORCE HOUSING POLICY"; and the filing of this communication.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So moved [sic).
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Member Pontanilla, second by Ms. Johnson. Members,
discussion? Go ahead, Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I don't mean to preempt Mr. Pontanilla 'cause he is the
Vice-Chair of the Committee, but I just wanted to say on behalf of many people in the
community I wanna thank you, I wanna thank Staff, I wanna thank all the people sitting
behind us, and the Maui Nui Housing Task Force, Ms. Lee, Mr. Kushi who's getting
grayer by the minute, everybody who has made a suggestion which has helped frame this
policy, this is a collaborative effort and I think it goes ... I mean it goes way beyond just
the work that we have done as a Committee. The Planning Commissions, each
recommendation that they made and even though not all those recommendations were
able to be included in the bill, I think that when it is actually implemented will be a very
good learning experience for all of us because it's only then that we will know whether or
not this policy is workable, and if we find that we don't get any housing out of this policy
it's back to the drawing board and
the
housing
is also
changing dramatically
glad we
because

ever IS,
because we've been wrestling
this issue
and Ms. Lee knows because she has presented several proposals
past
I take my
hat off to you, Mr. Chair, because instead of saying no to Ms. Lee, you just took the
challenge up and you said well instead of saying no, I'm just gonna try to work on it and
come up with a compromise and I applaud you for that 'cause it's not always easy to
come up with something if you don't like what's out there that is being proposed so I
thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, additional comments? Call for the vote.
Members, all those in favor signify by saying aye.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed? (pause) Thank you very much.

VOTE:

AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC.:

Coun cilm ember Hokama, Johnson,
Vice-Chair Pontanilla, and Chair Mateo.
None.
None.
None.
None.

Tavares,

and

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

FIRST READING
communication.

of proposed

bill;

and

FILING

Of the

CHAIR MATEO: Anyannouncements? Members, personally I take this opportunity to thank,
to thank all of you. The members of the community has been, has played an instrumental
part in helping us reach this point, and I'm really grateful and humbled by both the
discussion that we've had by the Members, by the Council Members, Committee
Members, and a lot of the discussion that occurred with the general public. We all know
who the, who the stakeholders are and this is why we've committed to moving this
forward. To all of you thank you very much. Might be cloudy outside, but it sure as hell
sunny in here. Thank you all very much. Have a real nice afternoon. This meeting is
adjourned. (gavel)
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